Enterprise and Wholesale Telecommunications, Simplified.

Manage your operations anywhere, anytime.

RouteTrust provides scalable telecommunications solutions designed to automate and simplify voice operations. RouteTrust’s services can be licensed individually or as part of an integrated, cloud-based, Platform as a Service (PaaS).

RT/SIP - Class IV Soft Switch
- Carrier Portal for customers and vendors
- Call Tagging for complex orig-based routing logic
- Integrated reporting, invoicing and reconciliation

RT/800 - RespOrg
- Simplified toll-free management
- Easy to use disaster recovery tools
- Executes approx. 40% of all transactions

RT/LCR - Least Cost Routing
- Advanced quality and feature matching
- Streamlined rate import and validation
- Real-time updates and profit protection

RT/VUE - CDR Reporting & Analytics
- Ad hoc financial and operational reporting
- Call Quality monitoring and reporting
- Customer and Vendor accrual reporting

RT/LCO - Least Cost Origination
- Streamlined rate import and validation
- Easily create optimized toll-free templates
- Generate carrier cost sheets from any template

RT/API - Advanced Integration
- Easily integrate with your customer portal
- Available for RT/SIP, RT/800 and RT/DID
- Modern REST interface

Contact us today.
Let us help you simplify your operations

Michael Rothchild
Sales Manager
800-701-3001 opt 5
Sales@RouteTrust.com
RT/VUE and Guardian - CDR Analytics and Protection

RouteTrust has developed the next generation reporting framework. Scales to your needs from CPS, but reports on data down to the most granular levels. Data retention is customizable as well, so pay for what you want.

**Cloud Native**
- Scalability, Reliability, and Cost Effective with no capex

**True Big Data solution**
- Billions of CDRs...no problem. 10000+cps, check!

**Data Enrichment**
- LERG, Rural vs Non-Rural, Spoofing of Sensitive Number, Invalid ANIs

**Machine Learning**
- Let our customized algorithms spot variances in your data

**Fraud and Robo scoring**
- Advanced Algorithms to detect fraud and robo dialers.
- No limits on volume

**Scheduled Reports**
- Daily, Weekly, Monthly. Instant notifications via Text, email or notification on the portal

**API Driven**
- Already have an intranet or customer portal? Plug us in and use the data how you want

**Multiple CDR Support**
- Networks aren’t made of just one data feed. We work with most major providers/carriers
- Switch vs Rated vs Offnet

**Cloud backup and Recovery**

---

**Detailed Reporting:**
- **ASR** – Per minute, destination, release code, call type, short calls and 404 management
- **QOS** – PDD, Jitter, Packet Loss, MOS, NER
- **CPS** – Per minute, trunk group, call type, direction: min, max, average
- **Port Utilization** – Per minute, trunk group, call type, direction: min, max, average
- **Number Detail** – Per minute and number, ASR and Financial Detail stats
- **Financial** – Per minute, destination, customer and vendor, Financial Details
- **Regulatory and Legal Filings** – Rural call completion, Subpoenas, 499s, Payphone
- **On-net vs. Offnet** – Useful for Audit purposes. Import of vendor CDRs

---

**Who would use this system? Let’s look at the different personas**
- NOC & Engineering
- Billing
- Carrier Management
- Network Cost Management
- Executive
- Your Own Customers

---
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